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Let X be a non-discrete metric compactum and Y a separable locally compact, locally convex 
set without isolated points in a normed linear space. The spaces of continuous maps and Lipschitz 
maps from X to Y are denoted by C(X, Y) and LIP(X, Y), respectively. For each k>O, 
k-LIP(X, Y) and LIP,(X, Y) denote thesubspaces ofallft LIP(X, Y) with the Lipschitzconstant 
lipfs k and lipf< k, respectively. Here is proved that (C(X, Y), LIP(X, Y)) is an (s, I)-manifold 
pair and each LIP, (X, Y) is a Z-manifold, where s = (-1, 1)‘” is the pseudo-interior of the Hilbert 
cube Q=[-l,l]” and ~={(x,)~QIsup~x,Iil}. In g eneral, k-LIP(X, Y) need not be a Q- 
manifold. However, in case Y is open in its convex hull, it is proved that (k-LIP(X, Y), 
LIP,(X, Y)) is a (Q,Z)-manifold pair for each k>O. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 58D15, 57N20 
~~ 
Introduction 
Let X = (X, d) and Y = ( Y, p) be metric spaces. A map f: X :, Y is said to be 
Lipschitz if there is some k 2 0 such that p(f(x),J‘(x’)) s k. d(x, x’) for all x, X’E X. 
The minimum of such k ~0 is called the Lipschitz constant off and denoted by 
1ipJ: If lipfc k, f is said to be k-Lipschitz. 
The space of all (continuous) maps from X to Y with compact-open topology 
is denoted by C(X, Y). Through the paper, we assume that 
_ X is a non-discrete metric compactum, 
- Y is a separable metric space without isolated points. 
Then the topology of C(X, Y) is induced by the sup-metric 
P(J g) = supMf(x), g(x)) lx E XI. 
* This work was started when the first author was visiting the University of California at Santa Barbara, 
1986. 
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Let LIP(X, Y) and k-LIP(X, Y) denote the subspaces of C(X, Y) consisting of all 
Lipschitz maps and all k-Lipschitz maps, respectively, and let LIPk(X, Y) = 
l.Jk’<k k’-LIP(X, Y). 
A paracompact (topological) manifold modeled on a given space E is called an 
E-manifold. For FC E, an (E, F)-manifold pair is a pair (M, N) of an E-manifold 
M and an F-manifold N which admits an open cover % of M and open embeddings 
‘pU : U + E, U E Ou, such that cpU ( U n N) = pu( U) n F. Let Q denote the Hilbert 
cube C-1, I]“, s = (-1,l)” (‘usually refered to as the pseudo-interior of Q), 2 = 
{(X~)E~~~~pXi<l}=U~~~[-l+~-‘,l+n-’]” and v={(x,)Es(x,=~ except for 
finitely many i}. By [ 11, s is homeomorphic to ( = ) the separable Hilbert space Z2. 
Let lp be the linear span of the Hilbert cube niEN[-i-‘, iC’] in 12, i.e., IF= 
{(X~)E/*~SU~~~.X~~<CO}, and 1: th 1’ e mear span of the usual orthonormal basis, i.e., 
Z:={(Xi)E 1,IXi=O except for finitely many i}. It is well known that (s, 1) = ( E2, I$‘), 
(s, m) = (&: I{) and (Q, Q\s) = (Q, 2) [2]. It is also well known that (M, N) is an 
(s, x)-manifold pair (resp. (s, c)-manifold pair) if and only if M is an s-manifold 
and N is a cap set (resp. fd-cap set) for M, and that (M, N) is a (Q, _Z)-manifold 
pair (resp. (0, a)-manifold pair) if and only if M is a Q-manifold and N is a cap 
set (resp. fd-cap set) for M. For the definition of (fd-)cap sets and related results, 
we refer to [4]. 
It is known that C(X, Y) is an s-manifold if Y is a complete ANR [7, 15, 141. 
In case X and Y are polyhedra, it is shown in [8] that (C(X, Y), PL(X, Y)) is an 
(s, cT)-manifold pair, where PL(X, Y) denotes the space of PL maps from X to Y. 
In this paper we show that (C(X, Y), LIP(X, Y)) is an (s, x)-manifold pair and 
each LIPk(X, Y) is a E-manifold pair in case Y is a locally compact, locally convex 
set in a normed linear space (Theorem 2.3), where Y is said to be locally convex 
if each y G Y has a convex neighborhood in Y. In this case, k-LIP(X, Y) need not 
be a Q-manifold (Example 3.1) nor (k-LIP(X, Y), LIPk(X, Y)) a (Q,Z)-manifold 
pair even if k-LIP(X, Y) is a Q-manifold (Example 3.2). However we can show 
that (k-LIP(X, Y), LIPk(X, Y)) = (Q, .Z) for each k> 0 in case Y is a compact 
convex set in a normed linear space (Theorem 2.1). It follows (Corollary 2.2) that 
(k-LIP(X, Y), LIPk(X, Y)) is a (Q-Z)-manifold pair if Y is an open subset of a 
locally compact convex set in a normed linear space (see [9, Problem (N2)]). 
The open and closed balls in a metric space M centered at a e M with radius 
r > 0 is denoted by B,(u, r) and B,(u, r). We write 
1. Lemmas 
The following can be easily proved by using Arzela-Ascoli’s Theorem [6, 
Ch. XII, 6.41. 
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1.1. Lemma. (i) Each k-LIP(X, Y) is closed in C(X, Y). 
(ii) [f Y is compact (resp. locally compact), then each k-LIP(X, Y) is also compact 
(resp. locally compact). 
(iii) If Y is locally compact, then LIP(X, Y) and each LIPk( X, Y) are cr-compact. 
Hereafter let Y be a non-degenerate subset of a normed linear space E = (E, II.li). 
Let ,!? be a Banach space which is the completion of E. Then C(X, E) is a Banach 
space with the sup-norm ilfll= sup{ IIf( /x E X}. We regard C(X, Y) C C(X, E) C 
C(X, E) by the natural identification. 
1.2. Lemma. If Y is convex, then for each k > 0 and E > 0 there are an embedding 
and a map 
cp : k-LIP(X, 
+: k-LIP(X, 
which are e-close to id. 
for some 0 < k’ < k. 
Y) + LIPL(X, Y), 
Y)+ k-LIP(X, Y)\LIP,(X, Y) 
MoreoverifYiscompact, thenq(k-LIP(X, Y))ck’-LIP(X, Y) 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume OE Y and E < 1. We can define 
a map y: k-LIP(X, Y)+ (0,l) by 
r(f) = (2 . maxC1, IlfllI)~’ . E. 
The desired embedding 40 is defined by p(f) = (1 -r(f)) .f: 
To define the map I,!J, let X,E X be a cluster point and YE Y\(O). Put v = 
k. JlyjJ-‘.y~E and 
6=k~‘.min{IIyI/,le}>O. 
Then 11v)l = k and Sv E Y. Observe that d(x, x,) s 6. y(f) implies 
(l-r(J’))+(s.y(f)-d(x,x,)).6~‘~1. 
Then we can define the map $ as follows: 
(I- r(f)) ..f(xx) + (6. r(f) - d(x, xm)) . u 
if d(x, xx) s 6. r(f), 
9uxx) = 
(l-y(f)). ((l-$$) m+~d-b~~) 
if d(x, x,) > 6. y(f’). 
> s 
In fact, let f E k-LIP(X, Y) and x, X’E X. If d(x, x~), d(x’, x,) s 6. y(f), then 
II W”)(x) - WXx’)ll = Id(x, 4 - d(x’, ~41 . Ilvll 
s k. d(x, x’). 
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If d(x,x,)~S. -y(f)<d(x’,x,), then 
II wxx) - wxx’)ll 
6. rm 
d(x’, xcc) 
* If(x) -f(x’)ll 
+(6~y(f)-d(x,x~)).ll~ll 
<k+ (d(x’,x,)-6. y(f))+k 
s k. d(x, x’). 
If d(x, x,), d(x’, x,) > 6. r(fL then 
II W)(x) - w-)(-al 
(6. r(f)-d(x,xco)) 
c: 1-H) * IIf(f(x’)ll 
( 9 UCI 
+ d( 
3- d”,J’,I), . IIf -f(x’)ll 
3 cc 
+~).k.d(x,x’)+~./d(x’,x,)-d(x,x&k 
=s k. d(x, x’). 
On the other hand, there is a point X”E X with d(x,, x,) < 6. -y(f) because X, E X 
is a cluster point. Then 
IlWXxo)- (Cl(f)(~m)ll = d(xo, 4 . IIdl= k. d(xo, xzo). 
Thus we have lip p(f) = k. 
To verify that 4 is e-close to id, let ,f~ k-LIP(X, Y) and x E X. If d(x, x,) 5 
6. r(f), then 
u”(x) - rCl(f)(x)ll 
c r(f) . llf(x)ll+ (I- r(S)) . IIf -fbr>II + 6. r(f) . 11~11 
~r(f).IlfII+(l-y(f)).k.~.y(f)+y(f).k.~ 
<$+k.6<&. 
If d(x, x,) 2 8. -y(f), then 
IIf - cw)(x)ll 
c r(f) . Ilf(x)ll+ Cl- r(f)) . g$y. IIf -f(xz)II 7 m 
s r(f) . llfll+ (I- r(f)) . 8. r(f) . k 
<&+k. 6<E. 
Hence 4 is &-close to id. 0 
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1.3. Lemma. Suppose fh~t_~~~ LIPk(X, Y) and B,&(x), r) is conuexfor each x E X. 
Then for each E > 0 there is an embedding 
cp : &-L.IP(.h, r) + &-dhr r’) 
which is e-close to id, where lipf;,< k’< k and O< r’< r; and .for each F >O and 
0 < 1-c k there is a map 
CCI: KLIp(fo, r)+ &IPi(f;,r r)\l-LWX, Y) 
which is a-close to id. 
Proof. For simplicity, we write B = &,,,(f,, r) in the proof. Let y = mir& e/r} E 
(0,l). From convexity of B, the desired embedding cp can be defined by q(f) = 
(I -Y) .f+ Y .A,, where 
k’=(l-y).k+y.lipf, and r’=(l-y).r. 
Next we construct a map $: B + LIPk(X, Y)\I-LIP(X, Y) which is a’-close to 
the embedding cp defined above, where 
~‘=min{e-/(cp-id/, r-r’}>O. 
This rl, is the desired map. Let x, E X be a cluster point. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume that ,fo(x,) = 0 E Y. Choose an m E N so that 
I< 2. k’<z. k’<k 
and let 
fi=minj~,&]>O. 
For each f E B and x E X with d(x, x,) c mS, 
ll+4f)(xK) - (~(f)(x)11 = k’mS< r-r’, 
hence cp(f)(x,), p(f)(x) E By(fO(x), r) because Ilq(f) -.foll s r’. From convexity of 
BY&(x), r), we can define a map 5: B+ C(X, Y) as follows: 
[ q~(f)(x~) ifd(x, x,) s 6, 
I m6 - d(x, x,) m. (d(x,x,r)-6) i(f)(x) = (m-1) . d(x, 4 . df)(xr)+(m _ 1). d(x, x,) . Pm(x) 
I if 6 < d(x, x,) s m8, P(f)(X) if d(x, x,~) > mS. 
Then II{(f) - q(f)11 s k’mS < $e’ for each f~ B, that is, 5 is &‘-close to cp. We show 
that for each ,f E B and x, X’E X, 
llC(f)(-u) - i(f)(x’)ll ~5. k’. d(x,x’). 
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In case d(x, xa), d(x’, x,) s 6 or d(x, xr), d(x’, x,) > ma, it 
d(x, x,) s 6 < d(x’, x,) s ms, 
Iii(f)(x) - Kf)(x’)ll 
is obvious. In case 
= m. (d(x’, &o) - 6) 
(m-l).d(x’,x,) 
. II~(f)(Xx) -df)(x’)ll 
-->. (d( x’, x,) - d(x, x,)) . k’ 
‘2. k’ . d(x, 2). 
In case d (x, x,) G 6 and d (x’, x,) > mS, 
II 5u-)(x) - 5(f)(x’) II 
= IIdf)(Xm) - cP(f)(x’)ll 
<k’.d(x’,x,)sk’.(d(x,x’)+S) 
s k’ . d(x, x’)+ 
d (x’, x,) - d(x, xc.J 
m-l 
~2. k' . d(x, x’). 
In case 6 < d (x, x,) c d (x’, x,) s m6, 
II 5uxx) - 5(f)(-4 II 
Sm. (d(x,~~)-s) 
(m-l).d(x,x,) 
. IIcP(f)(x)-cpw(x’)ll 
+ m.(d(x’,x,)-6) 
( 
m.(d(x,x,)-6) 
(m-l).d(x’,x,)-(m-l).d(x,x,) > 
. II~cf)(x)-(Pw(x’)ll 
<(m-l)yd(x,\Rij’ ( 
(d(x,x,)-S)- k’. d(x,x’) 
+(d(x’,x,)-6). k’.d(x,x,)-(d(x,x,)-6). k’.d(x’,x,) 
=(m-l)lnd(x,xK). ( 
(d(x, x,) - 6) . k’ . d(x, x’) 
+6. k’.(d(x,x,)-d(x’,x,)) 
> 
m 
c-. k’.d(x,x’). 
m-l 
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In case 6 < d(x, x,) s m6 < d(x’, X,), 
115(./“)(x) - Kf)(x’)ll 
22 lib(f)(x) -(P(.f)(x)ll+ IIv(.fHx) -(P(f)(x’)ll 
< mS-d(x’xx) . IIcP(f)(x,)-cp(f)(x)ll+k’.d(x,x’) 
( m - I ) d (x, x,x,) 
< d(x’, xx) - d(x, xm) 
m-l 
. k’+ k' . d(x, x’) 
~2. k’ . d(x, x’). 
Thus lip i(f) 4 m/( rn - 1) . k’ for each f E B. 
Since OE Y is not isolated, we have a y E By(O, r)\(O). Let 
o=2. k’.ycE and p=min 
IIYII 
Since &‘<r-r’= y’ r, we have 
(1-y)+/3.-& kQ+. 
For each f s B and x E X with d(x, x,) < p( < S), 
C(f)(x) = cpif )(xcc) = (1 -y) .f(x,). 
From convexity of B,(O, r), we can define a map I,/J: B+ C(X, Y) as follows: 
S(f)(x)+(P-d(x,x,)).u ifd(x,x,)cA 
$Q”)(x) = {i(./)(*i if d(x, x,,) > p. 
Then IlW-i(f)ll=P. ll4l~k’,h ence $ is &‘-close to cp. Since x, E X is a cluster 
point, there is an X(]E X with d(x,, x,) </?. Then 
We show that for each f E B and x, X’E X, 
II $(f j(x) - $(f )(.~‘)ll <s. k' . d(x, x’). 
In case d(x,x,),d(x’,x,)>& it follows from lipi(f)smk’/(m-1). In case 
d(x,x,),d(x’,x,,)sp or d(x,x,)~p<d(x’,x,)~6, since $(f)(x)=$(f)(x’)= 
cp(f )(x,), we have 
II$(f )(x)-$(f )(x’)ll s k’, xm)-d(x, xx)/. Ilull ‘2. k’ d(x, ~‘1. 
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In case d(x, x,) G p and d(x’, x,) > 8, 
II $w)(x) - w-~(~‘)ll 
sz 1(5(f)(x) - f(f)(x’)ll+ (P - d(x, xco)) . Ilull 
~2. k' . d( x, x’) +i. Id(x’, x,) -d(x, x,)1 .2. k’ 
m+l 
s m-l. k’ . d(x, x’). 
Therefore I< lip $(f) < k for each f~ B. This completes the proof. 0 
1.4. Lemma. If Y is a locally convex set in E, then for each compact set A in C(X, Y) 
and E > 0, there is a k > 0 and a map cp : A + k- LIP(X, Y) which is e-close to id. 
Proof. Note that the evaluation X x C(X, Y) + Y is continuous [6, Ch. XII, 2.41. 
Since X x A is compact and Y is locally convex, we may assume that By(f(x), e) 
is convex for each f E A and x E X. Since A is equi-continuous [6, Ch. XII, Prob- 
lem 6.11, there is a 6> 0 such that f(B,(x, 8))~ By(f(x), F) for each f~ A and 
XE X. Choose x,, . . , X,EX so that X=B,(x,,6)u .+. uBx(x,,6). By [ll, 
Theorem 5.31, X has a Lipschitz partition of unity {A, 1 i = 1,. . . , n} sub- 
ordinated to {Bx(xi, S)li= 1,. . . , n}. Observe that for each f~ A and XE 
X,{f(xi)IAi(x)#O}c By(f(x), E). Then we can define a map cp:A+ C(X, Y) as 
follows: 
cp(f)(x) = i Ai(X) .f(Xi). 
i2zl 
Then for each f c A and x E X, 
IIP(f )(x)-f(x)11 s j, Ai(x) ’ Ilf(xt)Pf(x)ll c-5. 
Hence cp is s-close to id. Now for each pair x, x’ E X, 
II&f l(x) - cp(f )(x’)ll zz j, b,(x) - Ai . Ilf(xi)ll 
c (i,liP Ai’ IIfCXi)lI) * d(x,x'). 
Therefore cp( f) E k-LIP(X, Y) for each f E A, where 
k=( i liphi- IIfCXi)Il). 0 i=, 
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2. Theorems 
Recall it is assumed that X is a non-discrete metric compacturn and Y is a 
separable subset of a normed linear space E = (E, (j.11) which has no isolated point. 
2.1. Theorem. (i) If Y is a compact convex set in E, then for each k > 0, 
(k-LIP(X, Y),LIP,(X, Y))=(Q,Z). 
(ii) If Y is a locally compact convex set in E, then 
(C(X, Y), LIP(X, Y)) = (s, I), 
and for each k > 0, LIPk(X, Y) = 1 and k-LIP(X, Y) is a contractible Q-manifold 
with LIPk(X, Y) a cup set. 
Proof. Since a compact contractible Q-manifold is homeomorphic to Q [5, 22.11, 
(i) follows from the second half of (ii) and Lemma l.l(ii). 
As easily seen, k-LIP(X, Y) is convex, hence an AR. By Lemma l.l(ii), k- 
LIP(X, Y) is locally compact. By using Lemma 1.2, each mapsf; g : Q + k-LIP(X, Y) 
can be approximated by maps f’, g’: Q + k- LIP(X, Y) such that f’(Q) n g’(Q) = @ 
Then k-LIP(X, Y) is a Q-manifold by Torunczyk’s characterization of Q-manifolds 
[161. 
Write Y = UnFN Y,,, where each Y, is a non-degenerate compact convex set and 
Y,cint. Y,,,. For each n EN, let 
L,, = (k- l/n)-LIP(X, Y,,). 
Then LIPk(X, Y) = UntN L, and each L, is a compact Z-set in L,,, and in 
k-LIP(X, Y) by Lemmas l.l(ii) and 1.2. Moreover as seen above, each L, is 
a Q-manifold which is compact and contractible, hence L, = Q. Let A be a compact 
set in k-LIP(X, Y), m E N and & > 0. From compactness of A and X, A c 
k-LIP(X, Y,,.) for some n’2 m. By Lemma 1.2, we have an embedding 
cp : k-LIP(X, Yn.) + L, 
for some n 2 n’ which is $E-close to id. Since L, and cp(L,) are Z-sets in L,,, , 
there is a homeomorphism h : L,+l + L,,, such that hp 1 L,, = id and h is ;&-close to 
id by the Homeomorphism Extension Theorem [5,11.1]. Then we have an embedding 
hcplA:A+ L,,, such that hp IA n L,, = id and hq IA is E-close to id. Thus 
LIPk(X, Y) is a cap set for k-LIP(X, Y). 
Since LIP(X, Y) = lJniN n-LIP(X, Y,), we can prove similarly as above but also 
using Lemma 1.4 that LIP(X, Y) is a cap set for C(X, Y). Since C(X, Y) is a 
contractible s-manifold, that is, homeomorphic to s [7, 15, 141, we have 
(C(X, Y), LIP(X, Y)) = (s, 2). 0 
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As a corollary, we have the following: 
2.2. Corollary. If Y is an open subset of a separable locally compact convex set in E, 
then (k-LIP(X, Y), LIPk(X, Y)) is a (Q,Z)-mani$old pair for each O< k<oo and 
(C(X, Y), LIP(X, Y)) is an (s, 2)-manifold pair. 
For the pair (C(X, Y), LIP(X, Y)), this corollary is generalized as follows: 
2.3. Theorem. If Y is a locally compact, 
(C(X, Y), LIP(X, Y)) is an (s, C)-manifold 
Z-manifold. 
locally convex set in E, then 
pair and each LIPk(X, Y) is a 
Proof. First we prove that each LIPk(X, Y) is a E-manifold. Let fOE LIPk(X, Y). 
From local compactness and local convexity of Y and compactness of X, we have 
an r> 0 such that 8v(fo(x), r) is compact and convex for each x E X. Then by using 
Lemma 1.3, we can prove similarly as Theorem 2.1 that &_LIp(fo, r) I- Q and 
BLIPl(fOr r) = !JN 4-1,H)-LIP(f0, r-l/n) 
is a cap set for fik_LIp(fo, r), hence B,,,, (fO, r) ~2. Therefore LIPk(X, Y) is a 
Z-manifold. 
Similarly we can prove by using Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 that each fOE LIP(X, Y) has 
an open neighborhood 
which is a cap set for Bc-(fo, r), hence BLIP(fO, r)=Z Therefore LIP(X, Y) is a 
E-manifold. Since the Zversion of [12, Lemma 21 is valid, Lemma 1.4 implies that 
LIP(X, Y) is a cap set for C(X, Y), that is, (C(X, Y), LIP(X, Y)) is an (s, I)- 
manifold pair [13, Proposition 2.11. 0 
3. Counter-examples and remarks 
In general under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.3, k-LIP(X, Y) need not be a 
Q-manifold nor (k-LIP(X, Y), LIPk(X, Y)) a (Q, Z)-manifold pair even if k- 
LIP(X, Y) is a Q-manifold. The following are such counter-examples. 
3.1. Example (see Fig. 1). Let z_, =(-l,O), z,=(O, -l), z1 =(1,0)~R’, 
x={(X,Y)~~21Y=IXI~~}u{Z~*,Z0,~,}, 
Y,~={(x,y)E[-2,2]2~y~~x~ory~-10r~x~~1}, 
Y= Y”\{(I, I), (1, -I), (-1, I), (-I, -I)}c R2. 
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-2 
-2 
2 
Fig. 1. 
Then X is a non-discrete compactum and Y is a locally convex, locally closed set 
in the Euclidean plane R2. It is clear that iffE I-LIP(X, Y) and Ilf-idI1 < 1, then 
,f=id. So the inclusion Xc Y is an isolated point of I-LIP(X, Y). Hence 
I-LIP(X, Y) is not a Q-manifold. 
3.2. Example (see Fig. 2). Let Y be the same as in Example 3.1. But this case, let 
x = (0) x I u {Z”} C Y 
-2 I 
2 
i-1,1) 1 
-P 
I 
(-1,-l) 
-; 
:0 C-1,1) 
I 
Fig. 2 
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If f~ l-LIP(X, Y) and IIf-idI1 (1, then f(O)=0 and f(z,)=z,, which implies 
lipf= 1. Hence LIP,(X, Y) is not dense in l-LIP(X, Y). To verify that l-LIP(X, Y) 
is a Q-manifold, 1etfE l-LIP(X, Y). Choose an E > 0 so that &L,p(J; E) is a compact 
convex set in the Banach space C(X, R*) (cf. proof of Theorem 2.3). Let 6 = 
min{;, +.s} and choose z, E R* so that 0 < 11 uj( < 6 and 
f(0, 1 - 6) + tv E Y for each f E 1. 
For each n EN, let fn :X + Y be a map defined by 
( 
f(O,l-s)+(n-1)/n* 6. ZI ifl-6/n<yGl, 
f,(O,.v)= f(O,l-S)+(Y-l+s). 7.j if1-6GyGl-8/n, 
f(0, Y) ify<l-6. 
It is straightforward to see that fn E 1 - LIP( X, Y) and llfn -fjl G F. Since fn -f, , n > 1, 
are linearly independent in C(X, I%*), &LIp(J; F) is infinite-dimensional. By Keller’s 
theorem [lo] (cf. [3, Ch. III, Theorem 3.1]), &LIp(J; E) = Q. Thus l-LIP(X, Y) is 
a Q-manifold. 
In Theorem 2.1(i), we can also use Keller’s theorem [lo] to prove that 
k-LIP(X, Y) = Q for each k > 0 (cf. Example 3.2). As seen above, we cannot assert 
in Theorem 2.3 that k-LIP(X, Y) is a Q-manifold, but each fe LIPk(X, Y) has a 
neighborhood in k-LIP(X, Y) which is homeomorphic to Q. Therefore k-LIP(X, Y) 
fails to be a Q-manifold at pointsfE k-LIP(X, Y) with lipf= k. Luukkainen pointed 
out that the condition of Corollary 2.2 is equivalent to the condition that Y is a 
locally compact subset of E which is open in its convex hall. 
We close the paper by posing the following: 
3.3. Conjecture. Let X be a non-zero dimensional compact polyhedron in R”’ and 
Y an open set in R” (n > 0). Then the triple 
(C(X, Y), LIP(X, Y), PL(X, Y)) 
is an (s, 2, cT)-manifold triple, that is, locally homeomorphic to (s, 2, a). 
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